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Welcome to the Year 3 English 
Cafe

Thank you for coming!

- This is an opportunity to experience how we teach English in 
Year 3.

- Today, we will break down the different curriculum areas, 
explain how we teach each area and offer you the chance to 
work with your children during some English related 
activities.

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to ask! 



Story Game: with your partner, choose one 
of the topics. Take turns to use the sentence 
openers to tell a story.

Topics Sentence openers

parents Did you know that?

teachers You may not know but...

aliens In addition to...

mermaids Amazingly...

pirates Generally they like to ...

Usually...



Story Game: with your partner, try to tell a 
story by only using one word at a time. 
Ensure one of you says full stop so you know 
when to end the sentence!

Setting - forest
Character - witch
Object- torch



KS2 English

KS2 English

Reading

WritingSpelling

Grammar Punctuation

Vocabulary

▶ English in Year 3 requires a combination of all of the above. 

▶ Each will have an impact on your child’s learning.

▶ For example, research suggests that those who read regularly outside of 
school are better writers because they have better vocabulary and spelling 
knowledge. Reading is therefore HUGELY important. 



How will your child be assessed in 
English?

▶ At the end of year 6, children must sit a nationalised reading 
comprehension and GPS (Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling) test. They 
will either pass or fail this test- no more levels!

▶ Children in years 3 sit termly tests to evaluate progress. 
▶ Writing is assessed differently depending on the school. Instead of a 

‘writing test’, children must show they can achieve the national 
curriculum objectives over the course of the year, via different pieces of 
writing. 



Reading Comprehension
▶ Reading is undoubtedly one of 

the keys to success in English. 
Research states that those who 
read often and widely increase 
their vocabulary, spelling ability 
and structural awareness, 
making them better writers.

▶ Reading is to English what times 
tables are to maths! It is vital 
your child reads regularly (4 
times a week) in order to 
improve their English 
capabilities. 



Reading Assessment

Word Reading Comprehension
- Decode most words 

with ease.
- Decode new words 

using reading 
knowledge.

- Read with ‘fluency’ 
and ‘expression’.

- Work out the meaning of 
new words using the text.

- Make inferences using the 
text for evidence.

- Make logical predictions.
- Summarise parts of a text.
- Comment on the author's 

use of language and the 
effect it has on the reader.



Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 
(GPS)

How do we teach Grammar and Punctuation?
▶ It is important to introduce the rule first. The children need to know how it 

works before applying to anything else.

▶ We often base the objective on a story (or section of a story) the children 
enjoy. 

▶ Or we base the objective on an image; one of the best ways to gain interest 
and focus learning.

word type       prefix & suffix        homophones           
tenses 

sentence type a/an 



Spelling

▶ The spellings your child brings home to learn are taken from the 
national curriculum This includes common exception words as well as 
spelling rules. 

▶ However, we are aware that many children struggle with spellings in 
normal situations (e.g. in their work, when not being tested).

▶ Children who are working below age expected level are quickly 
identified and are given opportunities for out of class intervention.



What can you do?

▶ Support your child with their spelling homework. What 
rules do they test? How can this look in a sentence? 

▶ PRACTISE! PRACTISE! PRACTISE!
▶ When reading, discuss new vocabulary the child might not 

be aware of. 
▶ Never assume a child understands the meaning of a word!







Sentence Decomposition: find all the word 
classifications from the following sentence!

Danny gazed longingly at the two 
delicious ice creams through the 
window and wondered.

Nouns

Verb

Adverb Adjective

Preposition
Connective
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Writing at St Aloysius: Talk for 
Writing

▶ We have recently adopted an English strategy 
called Talk for Writing, through the Primary 
Writing Project. 

▶ This is a method of teaching English, from the 
instruction of Pie Corbett, which puts reading and 
strong model texts at the centre. 

▶ It focuses on the concept of the 3 I’s: imitate, 
innovate and independent application.



Story Mapping

The children begin by story 
mapping and performing 
parts of a model text, in 
order to understand the 
text and exciting/difficult 
vocabulary. For example:



Performing the Model Text



The Three I’s

Imitate: the children learn the model text, study the features, 
and complete short writing activities based on the text. 
Character descriptions, sentence openers, GPS activities, reading comprehension

Innovate: children will begin to adapt the text, bringing in their 
own characters, settings etc...
Create their own setting/characters, use key vocabulary from  model text

Independent Application: the children use the model in order 
to produce their own ‘independent’ piece of writing. 
Plan, draft and write their own text based on the original



Writing Activity: Spine Poem

The witch as green as slime.
Hat as black as night.
Hair burning bright like fire.
Nose as crooked as a branch.
Cloak floating like a feather.
Hands gripping tightly like a 
goalkeeper.
Broom flies as fast as lightning.



Now it’s your turn...



Thank you for coming! We hope 
you enjoyed the session!

Now you can spend time with your 
children trying out some of the activities 
they enjoy during their English lessons.


